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This term the Children have shown  

interest in working with Geometric 3d 

shapes. 

This week we decided  to put out the 

succulent plants on the Art table that 

the children had planted in the cavity 

of the glass Triangular Prism. 

They used their fine motor skills to 

copy and paint with black textas 

Arabesque style.  

The children also used their thinking 

skills when asked the shape , edges 

and how many faces of the triangular 

3d prism. 

 

  

EYLF Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity  

Children develop knowledgeable and confident self-identities when 

they feel recognised and respected or who they are.  

EYLF Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators Children express 

ideas and make meaning using a range of media—when they use the 

creative arts such as drawing, to express ideas and make meaning.  

Numeracy Indicator- I explore and understand my place and space in the 

world.  

Key Elements  

use properties of shape to make things fit, balance  

and transform 

use the position location, arrangement and  

movement of myself, others and objects for a purpose 

notice 2D aspects of 3D objects 
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24th June 2020 

Move to learn 

Flip flops help us to:: 

1. Enhance communication between both sides of the brain 

2. Strengthen motor planning abilities (needed everyday 

3. for planning and carrying out smooth movement) 

4. Assist the process of reflex development 

5. Prepare the brain for mathematics 

6. Provide lots of touch stimulation, necessary for helping sensory 

integration. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. 

Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing. 

Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing.  



Risk Assessment Trapeze 24th 

What is good about having a trapeze? 

Antonina—fun 

Alex—you jump! 

Hamish—you can hang with 1 or 2 arms 

Freddie—you can hang and swing 

What are the Risks? 

Penelope—if you let go you will hurt yourself 

Jack—if you swing too far you will hit the bark chips. 

How can we be safe? 

Penelope—hold on tight! 

Antonina—don’t let go! 

Jack—when it slows down, you stand 

 

  Why are monkey bars/ trapezes good for us? 

1. Promotes healthy exercise 

Monkey bar sets are a kid magnet and can help develop their growing muscles. The 

monkey bars are generally seen as one of the best fun exercises for young children as it 

works their gross motor skills, arm and core muscles, and hand-eye coordination. The 

best part is that using monkey bars feels more like play rather than exercise. It is a play-

ground staple and will get more use when easily accessible. 

2. Helps build confidence 

Self-confidence is an invaluable skills for both adults and children. It can help you in all 

facets of life, no matter your age. A great way to improve confidence is through 

achievement and conquering goals. Monkey bars are not just physically challenging 

but also mentally challenging. It can be daunting when you are young and can’t 

touch the ground below. Some kids might be too scared at first or resist to try. Monkey 

bars are not a skill that kids innately know how to complete. It often takes practice and 

determination, but there is a sense of accomplishment one they learn how to get from 

one end to the other. The same goes for learning how to swing, how to climb, how to 

hang upside-down, and other valuable childhood skills. 

3. Improves fine motor skills 

From holding a pencil to doing up buttons or using scissors, fine motor skills are incredi-

bly important for schoolchildren. While it may not seem obvious at first glance, monkey 

bars can help develop overall physical strength as well as fine motor skills. Gripping the 

bars and supporting your body weight helps build the muscles in your hands, which is 

essential for fine motor skill development. 

1.2 Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, resilience and sense of agen-

cy if they can persist when faced with challenges and when first attempts are not successful 

3.2Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing when they 

show enthusiasm for participating in physical play and negotiate play spaces to ensure the safety 

and wellbeing of themselves and others. 

4.1 Children are confident and involved learners when they develop dispositions for learning such 

as curiosity, cooperation, confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagina-

tion and reflexivity. When they can follow and extend their own interests with enthusiasm, energy 

and concentration 



Jack—it’s a 

challenge. 

Challenges 

are fun! 

Hamish—

once you 

get good 

at the Mon-

key bars, 

then you 

get good 

at the tra-

peze. 



Amelia—I 

did it! 



Today we were interested in the triangular prism of 

the terrarium planter that we have at kindergarten on 

display. The shape has four triangular shaped faces, 

and four uneven faces and one square shape. There 

were 9 faces on this 3D shape. We tried to represent 

these faces in our drawings. Everyone had a go! Ex-

cellent effort Mirnu!  

Indicator- I explore and understand my place and space in the world.  

Key Elements  

use properties of shape to make things fit, balance and transform 

use the position location, arrangement and movement of myself, others and 

objects for a purpose 

notice 2D aspects of 3D objects 

 

Simone. Term 2,  week 9, 2020  



Risk assessment—Walk to Fisher Street park—24th June 2020 

Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity. 

Children feel safe, secure, and supported. 

Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, resilience   

and sense of agency. 

Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world. 

Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and   

an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary 

for active community participation. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. 

Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. 

Children transfer and adapt what they have learned from one context to another. 

Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place,  

technologies and natural and processed materials. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. 

Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others for a range of purposes. 

 

Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum.  

Focus Area 4: Protective strategies.  Topic 1: Strategies for keeping safe 

Emergencies, safety assist, assertiveness [NO, STOP], ‘stop, think, do’ What if…? And persistence. 

How can we keep safe walking on the foot path to the park? 

Hamish—don’t cross the road without an adult 

Alex—you must be with an adult and watch for cars coming out of the driveways 

Dylan—don’t get lost… 

Freddie—stay close to the teacher. If you stay close you wont get lost. 

Maisey—stay close to the group. What is a good plan to stay together? 

Riera—hold hands! 

Alex—hit the button at the lights 

Georgia—if you need to cross the road, watch for cars. 

We are walking around the back streets so we wont see many cars. 

Then we get to the park. Here there are things to see, collect, climb and run! 

At the park, do we go on the road? No, the adults will spread out to help us. If we stay on the grass, things will be safe. 



24th June 2020 

 

Lesson 6: Making it better 

Key social principle 

This lesson alerts children to an obvious fact; 

disagreements and upsets between are 

bound to happen, so it's best to prepare. The 

lesson promotes the idea that there are 

many friendly solutions to help friendships re-

cover, forgive and continue. Let's explore 

how-to make things better following a con-

flict or fight because conflict resolution skills 

are not innate, they must be learned. 

Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity. Children feel safe, secure, and supported. Children learn to inter-

act in relation to others with care, empathy and respect. 

Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world. Children develop a sense of belonging to 

groups and communities and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary 

for active community participation. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbe-

ing. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. Children resource their own learning through connecting 

with people, place, technologies and natural and processed materials. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. Children engage with a range of texts and gain meaning from 

these texts. 

 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their own 

learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflecting critically. 

 

Indicator- I understand the language of my world. 

Key Elements 

I demonstrate critical understandings of texts. I respond to sounds and patterns in speech and stories. I understand what has been communicated. I 

actively inquire to make meaning. 

 

Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum.  

Focus Area 2: Relationships 

Topic 1: Identity and relationships 

Topic 2: Fair and unfair 

Topic 3: Trust and networks. 



Fisher Street Park 25th June 





What did you like most at the Fisher St Park? 

Lucy– Swing 

Viv-making the snake 

Rose– Playing with Friends 

Isla– Cubby playing 

Enaya– Finding sticks for play 

Ella– going on the table 

Antonina- (too shy to say) 

James–  finding Mushrooms 

Chi– Finding worms 

Dylan– Playing with Maddy 

Penny– Hide and seek 

Ingrid- “I am too tired to say right now” 

Nathaneal– Swings 

 

 

What did you like most at the Fisher St Park? 

Hikaru-It was fun! 

Alex– improvement idea- Take the totem tennis next time 

Hamish-improvement idea -Cricket at the park next time 

Penny– I liked the playground  

Georgia– I like the park because I built a bird nest 

Alexa– Playing in the house with Sim 

Jack– Slide 

Luca– playing hide and seek 

Andy-I had fun playing table tennis 

Thomas– I loved playing on the playground 

Mila– I liked playing with the feather wands 

Freddie– I liked table tennis 

Harry– Hide and seek at the playground 

Maisey—I liked playing with friends and making salad  

Riera– slide 

Thursday Mirnu Week 9 Term 2, 2020 

Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world   

Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and   

an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary 

for active community participation 

Children respond to diversity with respect  

Children become aware of fairness  



25th June  2020 

Karra made some Warragal spinach pesto on 

Tuesday. Today we had a try!  

We used pasta but you can treat this like any 

other pesto meal you might do! 

Ingredients: 

2/3 cup toasted sun flour seeds 

2 cups of Warragal (blanched) 

1/4 cup parmesan 

Pinch salt 

3-4 table spoons of Olive oil 

1 clove of garlic 

Method 

Toast seeds in pan until golden 

Blanch Warragal for 2-3 

minutes, refresh in cold water 

and squeeze out excess then 

lay on paper towel and pat dry 

then chop roughly.  

Whiz  the seeds first. Add Warra-

gal, garlic then cheese and 

salt. Blitz and slowly add Oil to 

create the paste. 

Season to taste. 

 

Want some Warragal—helps yourself to our 

garden—it’s the mass of spinach looking veg-

gie in our Kaurna Garden. Your children will 

know! 

We had a fire fir, sat around it and tried Kar-

ra’s dish. YUMMY! We even had seconds! 

Outcome 2: Children are connected 

with and contribute to their world. 

Children become socially responsi-

ble and show respect for the envi-

ronment. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong 

sense of wellbeing. 

Children take increasing responsibil-

ity for their own health and physical 

wellbeing. 

 

 

 



Mirnu 
Term 2 2020 

Week 10 



Outcome 3: Chil-

dren have a 

strong sense of 

wellbeing. 

Children become 

strong in their so-

cial and emotion-

al wellbeing. 

Children take in-

creasing responsi-

bility for their own 

health and physi-

cal wellbeing. 
Wednesday 1st July 



Wheels week isn't just about riding. There are lots of other things to 

explore and do. The rope we installed years ago in the tree is such a 

popular challenge for the children—of course much more easily 

done now we have our trapeze! 



Lesson 1: Meeting people and discovering differences! 
Key social principle 

We begin this first lesson by teaching children how-to offer a friendly greeting, and respond to one. This is where friendship 

begins! There is also the accompanying theme that friends can like different things; what's most important is to delight in dif-

ferences. This lesson also establishes our GROUP VALUES as a promise to help one another and become a friendly group of 

learners. 

Archie likes: 

Millie—apples 

Freddie—he like to cuddle his dog 

Jack—playing with blocks 

Thomas—eating doughnuts. 

Luca—video games 

Hamish—watching TV and video games 

Riera—playing with friends 

Doesn’t like: 

Jack—mum talking too much when going to the shops 

Milla—doesn’t like the supermarket 

Maisey—doesn’t like carrots 

Thomas—going to bed 

Alex– Max’s poo 

Nathanael—doesn't like pushing. 

Lesson 2: joining in 

Key social principle 

This lesson teaches ideas about how-to join a group and how-to accept others when they wish to join your group. The way 

you choose to 'join in' can make you look friendly or unfriendly. When you act in friendly ways, others are more likely to want 

you to join in and be with you 

How does Archie turn on his smart thinking? 

3 deep breaths! 

How do we join in? 

Alex—can I please join in? 

Lesson 3: Sharing and taking turns 

Key social principle 

This lesson explores how-to share and how-to take turns. It also looks at how you might feel if something you care about is tak-

en without your permission, and how you can cleverly fix the problem. The goal is to provide deeper insights into sharing and 

taking turns because sharing plays an important part in friendly connections with others. 

What happened in this story? 

Andy—they snatched the toy robot. 

Alex– his friend was excited. 

Wednesday 1st of July 

2020 

The story so far…. 



Lesson 4: Cooperation 

Key social principle 

The focus of this lesson is to teach children how-to think cooperatively and 

what the associated skills feel and look like. The idea is that cooperation hap-

pens when we listen to what others want, and try to find a way to make it work 

for them and for us. It's about working together. The incentive is that as we be-

come more cooperative others will see our kindness and see us as a friendly 

person. 

What happened in this story? 

Alex-  he wanted the sticks, he only had one and the others had grasshoppers. 

Archie was disappointed but we found out that…. 

Alexa—both can camouflage. 

Stick insects and grasshoppers have many similarities! 

Lesson 5: Waiting 

Key social principle 

This lesson teaches children the value of waiting, and how-to wait more pa-

tiently. It leads them to see that they can manage their waiting better by do-

ing a few clever things. Having to wait happens every day for each of us, so 

learning to be a helpful 'waiter' is an important 'getting along' skill. 

What did Archie do to wait? 

Alex—he waited until it was his turn. How? 

Alexa—he watched what everyone else was doing. 

What do puppies smell like? Hot toast and butter! 

Lesson 6: Making it better 

Key social principle 

This lesson alerts children to an obvious fact; disagreements and upsets be-

tween are bound to happen, so it's best to prepare. The lesson promotes the 

idea that there are many friendly solutions to help friendships recover, forgive 

and continue. Let's explore how-to make things better following a conflict or 

fight because conflict resolution skills are not innate, they must be learned. 

What happened? 

Alexa—the jewels were snatched and there was a scratch. 

Archie accidently hurt his friend when panicking about the jewels. 

 

 

 

Outcome 2: Children are connected with and contribute to their world. Children develop a 

sense of belonging to groups and communities and an understanding of the reciprocal 

rights and responsibilities necessary 

for active community participation. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. Children become strong in their so-

cial and emotional wellbeing. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. Children resource their own learn-

ing through connecting with people, place, technologies and natural and processed mate-

rials. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. Children engage with a range of texts 

and gain meaning from these texts. 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-

constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their own learning. The Learning Pro-

cesses children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding 

and decoding – reflecting critically. 

 

Indicator- I understand the language of my world. 

Key Elements 

I demonstrate critical understandings of texts. I respond to sounds and patterns in speech 

and stories. I understand what has been communicated. I actively inquire to make 

meaning. 

 

Keeping Safe: Child Protection Curriculum.  

Focus Area 2: Relationships Topic 1: Identity and relationships Topic 2: Fair and unfair Topic 3: 

Trust and networks 



Si les dinosaurs revenaient! 

Bebes hiboux. 

Wednesday 1st July 2020 June. 

Today we had a visit from Genevieve, the head of French at Highgate 

School. We were lucky to hear two of our favourite books read in French. 

We all had a go at saying some French words. We heard If the Dinosaurs 

come Back and Owl babies.  

This connection to language adds to our children’s literacy skills and 

broadens their knowledge outside of their own language/s. 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of knowledge, and active participants in their 

own learning. The Learning Processes children are using include: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflecting 

critically. 

Indicator- I understand the language of my world. 

Key Elements 

I demonstrate critical understandings of texts. 

I respond to sounds and patterns in speech and stories. 

I understand what has been communicated. 

I actively inquire to make meaning. 



Monday the 29th June 2020 was International Mud day 2020.  

Wednesday the 1st of June, Mirnu enjoyed some mud play! 



 

                 Magnificent mud an essential ingredient to childhood. 

Gritty, cold, wet, sloppy, icky, sticky joyous mud. It brings with it the makings of pure  happi-

ness. 

Wednesday 01/07/2020 

Week 10 

The children played by the seed table. They created fences, volcano’s and mountains, using farm animals. They communicated shared their ideas, they 

played cooperatively and applied prior knowledge and their imagination. 

Children’s voices: 

Dylan built with fence pieces-  ‘This ia a goat, it can build anything. 

Luca- ‘That's the Dad , that’s the mummy swan’ 

Jack– I need a fence. ‘Do you think a cat can be a cow? 

Luca– I’m making a pool for the swans.  I am going to get more horses. 

Dylan– I want to make my own pond 

Jack– I made my own cage, I need it bigger, longer. 

Alex—I am making a river lake. He used the seeds to fill up the middle of the fence he 

built. 

Jack– Help Luca “you need to make a round fence” 

Luca “ There can be two rivers” 

Alex—Lets connect my river to yours. Jack “ I need more fences to make my horse fence” 

Thomas– Luca, every single animals sink—he pushed the animals in the dirt 

Alex– in combining my river to luca’s and then Luca says “ We are combining rivers to make a enormous one” 

Thomas– cows don’t eat seeds 

Alex ‘It’s a volcano 

Jack– you have to make a hole 

Alex– it will be a mountain with lava 

Luca– honey in the volcano 

Alex—the volcano is erupting and the lava is coming down the side. 

                Mud Gardens 



Mud painting mixed with powder paint 

                         Digging patch 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners   

Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, coop-

eration,    

confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, 

imagination  

and reflexivity  

Children develop a range of skills and processes such as prob-

lem solving,   

inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investi-

gating  

Children transfer and adapt what they have learned from one 

context to another  

Children resource their own learning through connecting with 

people, place 

EYLF Outcome 2: Children are connected with  

and contribute to their world. 

Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities 

and an understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities nec-

essary for active community participation  

Wednesday   -  01/07/2020 

Week 10 





2nd July 2020 

What did we love about wheels week? 

Luca –riding your bike and trying to climb the tree 

Hamish—I liked when I stood on my bike and rang my bell 

Riera—I liked to chase Brett 

Maisey—trying new things 

Penny—ride my bike 

Vivy—riding my scooter 

Millie—playing with Jacob 

Isla—swapping scooters 

Nathanael—riding with Ingrid 

Jack—riding my scooter 

Maddy—I was practising on the swing 

Dylan—I liked chasing Hikaru 

Hikaru—playing with Jack 

Alex—chasing Hikaru and Harry 

Freddie—playing with my skateboard 

Alexa—Making a campfire 

Ingrid—riding on scooters 

James—playing with Andy 

Harry—I like doing tricks in Freddies skateboard 

Andy—riding with James 

Thomas—playing with Luca 

Chi—chasing Brett 

Georgia—riding my bike 

Milla—I liked scooting with Vivy 

Ella—riding my bike 

Rosie—riding on my bike with Vivy and chasing Brett! 

Outcome 1: Children have a strong sense of identity. Children feel safe, secure, and supported. 

Outcome 3: Children have a strong sense of wellbeing. Children become strong in their social and emo-

tional wellbeing. Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical wellbeing. 

Outcome 4: Children are confident and involved learners. Children develop dispositions for learning such 

as curiosity, cooperation, confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination  

and reflexivity. 

Outcome 5: Children are effective communicators. Children interact verbally and non-verbally with others 

for a range of purposes. 

 

The Literacy indicators and key elements describe children as active constructors and co-constructors of 

knowledge, and active participants in their own learning. The Learning Processes children are using in-

clude: communicating - creating and making meaning – coding and decoding – reflecting critically. 

 

Indicator- I use language to connect with my world. 

Key elements 

I maintain a reciprocal shared conversation. 

I use language appropriate to the purpose. 

I use increasingly sophisticated language to connect and communicate. 

I describe experiences and express ideas. 

 



2nd July 

2020 



We Mud 




